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The World Cup
a dream that comes true
It’s the realisation of a dream that has been cherished for over twenty
years: it had been caressed when the Val di Fassa hosted the European
Cup for the first time and had become more concrete when the skier of
the century, Alberto Tomba, chose the slopes of the Ladin valley to build
his incredible victories. For the first time then, during the week between
February 24th and 28th, Val di Fassa will have the honour and the
responsibility to host three World Cup races, two Downhills and a SuperG, to retrieve the speed event of Garmisch Partenkirchen and the finals
of Yanqing.
A goal that has been pursued for twenty years, since when a dedicated
committee had been created for an excellent nominee. At that time,
the valley had been really close to the assignation of a Women World
Cup slalom, but nobody was discouraged by the missed opportunity. In
2006, Val di Fassa became a FISI training centre, then several European
Cup competitions were organized both in San Giovanni and in San
Pellegrino, then the Junior World Championships came in 2019, and now
it’s the time for the long-awaited event.

The program
Friday 24 February 2021 - 10.15 a.m. First official training
Women Downhill
Thursday 25 February 2021 - 11.00 a.m. Second official training
Women Downhill
Friday 26 February 2021 - 11.45 a.m. Women Downhill
Saturday 27 February 2021 - 11.00 a. m. Women Downhill
Sunday 28 February 2021 - 11.00 a.m. Women Super G

The race slope promoted from Gisin
and our Italian National Team
After hosting Europe Cup races (in 2018 and 2019) and speed races of
Junior World Champion in 2019, “La Volata” slope is ready to debut in
World Cup, becoming the three days races theatre in the highest
international circuit that will take place in Fassa Valley from the 26 to the
28 of February.
The two downhill and the superG in calendar on the snow of Passo San
Pellegrino represent the first appointment after World Championships in
Cortina which means the first official appearence of the new World
Champions in these specialities; Corinne Suter and Lara Gut.
The athlets that could taste “La Volata” before the World Cup, first of all
the Swiss Michelle Gisin and our Italian team, have appreciated the track
technical characteristics, show guarantee. Michelle Gisin is one of the
most highly anticipated in Fassa Valley running to win the World Cup and
protagonist of Cortina World Championship where she won the bronze
medal in combination, the fourth place in superG and the fifth in
downhill. “It was very important for me the two days training on La
Volata” said Gisin, at first it is not easy to interpret, but I felt more
confortable already after the second step.
The top is less steep then there are gradient changes, bumps. It will be
very interesting, La Volata is a beautiful slope – said Marta Bassino, the
new parallel World Champion. I have been training more times on it and
raced in the Absolute Italian Championship. I am happy to know that
there are new races in Italy to be competed.
Federica Brignone enjoyed the location. “I tried the Volata for the first
time last year and I found it very nice – said the 2019/2020 World Cup
Champion , not only for the technical aspect, even for the beautiful
landscape. It combines technical and smoothness parts, continued
Elena Curtoni from Valtellina. Il will depend from the snow that we will
find. The harder it will the more technic will become the track, so good
for my characteristic. Here I have been training several times and I feel I
can really say that the race slope is really beautiful.

In Fassa Lara Gut win the Cup and
still can hope Sofia Goggia
Val di Fassa in its three races (two free descents and a superg) could have
the task and the honor of awarding also the victories of the specialty
cups before the end of the calendar, having regard to the provisional
general rankings before the end of the World Cup.
Fingers crossed, the champion from Bergamo Sofia Goggia despite
being stopped at the pits due to injury could still win the final downhill
being ahead of the American Breezy Johnson at three races from the
end with 195 points and 210 over the Swiss Corinne Suter.
The appeal is missing in fact the 26 and 27 February downhill in Fassa
Valley; even the race included in the circuit finals in Switzerland at
Lenzerheide on the 17 of March.
In the meantime, right in Val di Fassa the talented swiss Lara Gut Behrami,
new world champion in Cortina d’Ampezzo will have the mathematics
certainty to win the superG 2020/21World Cup due to the fact that only
two races are missing in this disciplines: The 28th February in Fassa Valley
and the 18th March in Lanzerheide. Provisional ranking of Downhill and
super as follows:

Provisional ranking Downhill World Cup

1. Sofia Goggia (Ita) punti 480; 2. Breezy Johnson (Usa) punti 285; 3.
Corinne Suter (Sui) punti 270; 4. Ester Ledecka (Cze) punti 206; 5. Lara
Gut-Behrami (Sui) punti 183; 6. Tamara Tippler (Aut) punti 165; 7. Elena
Curtoni (Ita) punti 156; 8. Kira Weidle (Ger) punti 155; 9. Laura Pirovano
(Ita) punti 143; 10. Ilka Stuhec (Slo) punti 130; 17. Federica Brignone (Ita)
punti 74; 21. Nadia Delago (Ita) punti 60; 25. Francesca Marsaglia (Ita)
punti 41; 27. Marta Bassino (Ita) punti 35; 40. Roberta Melesi (Ita) punti 7.
Provisional ranking Super G World Cup
1. Lara Gut-Behrami (Sui) punti 445; 2. Corinne Suter (Sui) punti 250;
3. Tamara Tippler (Aut) punti 240; 4. Ester Ledecka (Cze) punti 236;
5. Federica Brignone (Ita) punti 223; 6. Marta Bassino (Ita) punti 188;
7. Kajsa Vickhoff Lie (Nor) punti 182; 8. Petra Vlhova (Svk) punti 158;
9. Marie-Michele Gagnon (Can) punti 114; 10. Francesca Marsaglia (Ita)
punti 101; 15. Sofia Goggia (Ita) punti 86; 15. Elena Curtoni (Ita) punti 86;
22. Laura Pirovano (Ita) punti 48; 35. Roberta Melesi (Ita) punti 21; 50.
Verena Gasslitter (Ita) punti 3.

The «La VolatA» ski slope
takes its name from Vendruscolo
A development of 2300 meters, a gradient of 630 meters, an average
gradient of 28.4% with a maximum of 47%. Realised in 2017 in San
Pellegrino Skiarea , perfect for speed races to host the Junior World
Championship in 2019.
The name chosen for the track resume the Alberto Vendruscolo initials in
opening and closing, he was a real ski pioneer in this area of Trentino.
The new slope completed the turistic and sport offer of the place, getting
immediately welcoming opinions among athletes and ski fans. The
hillside was tested by few Europe Cup downhill and in 2019 was the
scene of the fast trial Junior World Championship.
The “La Volata” opening was in December 2017, after the adjustment
work carried out along the track, necessary to reach the standard
required from F.I.S. for alpine disciplines.
In particular it has been widened the track at the top, from quote 2500
to quote 2.200 meters, to expand the parterre on arrival next to “Col
Margherita” cable car and position the fixed nets for athlets security. The
track is wired with optical fiber to let every kind of timekeeping and tv
recordings.
The data
Length: 2.350 metres
Altitude at the start: 2510 metres Altitude at the finish line: 1880 metres
Vertical drop: 630 metres
Average gradient: 28,4 %
Maximum gradient: 47%
Orientation: south-east / north
Technical features length
Wall “Alberto”: 190 metres
Wall “Manfroi”: 280 metres
“La Piana”: 410 metres
Walls “del Poeta”: 1000 metres Hump “del
Camoscio”: 880 metres

Technical features length

Denomination of track sections
The start of the downhill race is at quote 2510 meter and the arrival at
1880 meters, while the superG start at 2396 meters with the same
conclusion.
The name chosen for the track resume the Alberto Vendruscolo initials in
opening and closing, he was a real ski pioneer in this area of Trentino.
Moreover the track gets its names from Ski Area Passo San Pellegrino
people and places.
The first part,about 190 meters length is called “ALBERTO WALL” entitled
to Alberto Vendruscolo (the skiarea founder died in 2013), then follows a
gradient change among 280 meters known as “MANFROI WALL”. The
inscription in this case is for the Olympic nordic skiing Franco Manfroi, very
close Alberto Vendruscolo’s friend died in 2005.
Then follows a lower descending section for this reason called “THE
PLAIN” of 410 meters lenght, to then take on the most difficult part of
1000 meters lenght called “THE WALLS OF THE POET” where three
intermediates are placed. This name was dedicated to the famous
gattista Ezio Pellegrini known by everyone as the “poet” for his devotion
and artistic vein in the beating of the tracks shown for over 40 years of
faithful work that will end just after the World Cup.
Finally the last part of 880 meters lenght called “THE CHAMOIS’S BACK”
(due to the presence of these animals in the area) with a series of
depressions leading to the final Schuss.

The dream of Alberto Vendruscolo
“To make a slope there is kind of a crazy idea, but it’s with the crazy
ideas that you reach the success sometimes”. More than four years have
passed since Mauro Vendruscolo, president of the Funivia Col Margherita,
was answered like that to his proposal to build a black slope, connecting
the Col Margherita to Passo San Pellegrino.
This looked like a mad idea because of those voids in the rock in the
final part, where even imaging a track appeared impossible… Think of a
world-class skiing track!. But Mauro could see that line through the snow
of Col Margherita, in the same way as it had been imagined by his father
Alberto, who used to draw it in the air, along the slope that he used to
stare at from the terrace of the mountain hut Chalet Cima Uomo.
They shared a dream, “La Volata”, as the complement of the first, steep
stretch created at the end of the Eighties, thanks to Livio Sommariva, the
first president of the lift company Funivia Col Margherita, who had the
same pioneering vision of Vendruscolo: they were both able to jump the
gun.
But the goal was clear. The complement of “La VolatA” was first put on
paper in 2011, but it was kept in the drawer. In the following years, with the
Junior World Championships approaching, the project became real.
In 2021, the black slope “La VolatA”, crown jewel of the ski area San
Pellegrino, enters the top track circuit thanks to the dedication of the
Tourist Board Val di Fassa and to its project “Piste Azzurre”.
This descent has united two regions and now it goes beyond the Italian
borders to get in the International spotlight of the World Cup. Much time
has passed since Alberto Vendruscolo set the first platter lifts, departing
from the small church on Passo San Pellegrino.
Nowadays, the slope that the businessman could see through the rocks
has become true, and it is named in his honour. Those capital letters, the
“V” and the “A”, are a tribute to the man who has wished this World Cup
slope really hard but couldn’t see its dream come true.

Our champions
Angelo Weiss: “As a former local athlete, I am proud to see the arrival of the
World Cup in my valley, because this is a project that has started a long time ago
but which gives us the chance to widen our horizons”. La VolatA is an all-around
track, a great skier will win here. I imagine a future alternation with La Thuile, with
a biennial World Cup appointment”.
Stefano Gross: “Hosting the World Cup is no doubt the ideal occasion to make
even more people know not only our land, but also the way we organize and
face such an important event. It is also the achievement of a goal and a
dream”.
Cristian Deville: «The World Cup is a huge opportunity, as it was a prize to the
sport career of Val di Fassa. An important and deserved acknowledgement to
a community that benefits of the tourism generated from the Alpine Skiing, but
which also gives a great contribution to the growth of the athletes and of the
events. A reference point for the racing environment”.
Chiara Costazza: «Val di Fassa has demonstrated to everybody that we
have great organizing skills. These three World Cup races represent an
acknowledgement to the incredible work that has been done in the past years.
This assignation is a reward to the whole community, for which Alpine Skiing has
always been the main sport”.
Federico Liberatore: «This is a special achievement for Val di Fassa. I am a slalom
skier, and therefore I’d love to see the Aloch hosting a World Cup race one day,
but in the meantime what is really important is that we have gained a place in
the top race calendar. Let’s hope that this will become a fix stage”.
Anastasia Cigolla: Since Val di Fassa first began to organize competitions, the
World Cup has always been the goal. It has been chased for long and now it’s
finally here. And it is a deserved achievement, the valley has showed its ability
to manage it. This is just the beginning”.
Marika Fave: I am a huge sport fan and so I think that the FIS Alpine Ski World
Cup is the biggest gift we could get. But we were not given anything: expertise,
professionalism, capability, sacrifice and passion are the ingredients that have
leaded us to the achievement of this goal”.
Monica Zanoner: “La VolatA is a synonym of freedom, light-heartedness and
happiness. It’s my favourite stage of the Europe Cup, because I really think that
it is a complete slope. My heart filled with joy when I read that Val di Fassa had
been given three races. I wish I will also be at the gate one day”.

Giorgia Lorenz: “The great organising skills and the hospitality of this land
have been finally acknowledged. Val di Fassa has been promoting
training sessions and important races for years. I am sure that the athletes
will find excellent slope conditions and that they will feast their eyes on
the beauty around them while skiing in a landscape that is unique in the
world”
Diego Amplatz: «The assignation of the Ski World Cup, even though it is a
rescheduling, is an acknowledgement to those who have always been
organizing races in Val di Fassa. Such an event, at the end of February,
is ideal to test the organizing staff, show the level we have achieved and,
above all, the beauty of our land. We are ready for a slalom too,
anyway!”.

The dream of a dynasty
that becomes true
Igor Cigolla, former downhill skier of the Italian National team, had been
part of it since the youth years, first as a multidiscipline skier, then as a
downhill skier for twelve years. He lives in Vigo di Fassa and the whole
history of skiing in Val di Fassa can be found is in DNA. He has been
responsible of the sport sector of the Fiamme Oro Alpine school of
Moena until his recent retirement
.Igor’s best result in the World Cup arrived in the season 1987-1988: third
in the Downhill in Leukerbad. He won the gold medal at the World
University Games in Belluno in 1985 and arrived again in the World Cup
top ten for three times. He also took part in the Calgary Olympics in 1988.
His grandfather, Valentino Dellantonio “del Monech” from Moena, was
one of the founders of the Sport Club Monti Pallidi, but his father Rinaldo
has trained several champions too. “The Alpine skiing – Cigolla says – in
the valley has developed thanks to my father and to his passionate
group”. He has been the historic coach of the ski club Marmolada, able
to shape valuable athlete as Diego Amplatz and Tone Valeruz. He has
also been the most important guide for Igor and his sister Anastasia, also
a former National athlete and instructor. He has been one of the
promoters of the fusion between the ski clubs of the valley, to support
the competitive activity of young athletes, together with Alceo Pastore
and Walter Finazzer. They copied the statute of the Renngemeinschaft
Wipptal, to give a start to the creation of the Ski Team Fassa and to
benefit of the mountain lift consortium Val di Fassa sponsorship. For what
concerns the World Cup, Igor is enthusiastic: “ You had to be ready to
get the Cup, this is an acknowledgement to our technical expertise and
reliability and, now, here we are. La VolatA is a technical track, the Aloch
is a top course for the slalom, we lack of nothing. For Val di Fassa this is a
well-earned reward. Listening to the TV-commentators say “Good
morning from Val di Fassa, Passo San Pellegrino” will be a great
accomplishment”.

The passionate ski fan
and friend of the champions
Umberto Anzelini is like an erupting volcano, with a polyhedral and empathic
personality, insomuch that it is difficulty to enclose him in a synthetic description.
Former ski instructor, top European grass skiing athlete, hotelier for 53 years with
his wife Giovanna, in the “hotel of the champions”, named after the special
hospitality that they have always reserved to athletes of any discipline.
In order to understand the nature of this attitude it is necessary to retrace the
memories of an intense life, spent around the most important destination of the
Alps. Kitzbühel is his second home and he is known everywhere in the environment.
While looking through the years, you find the traces of him as the promoter of
the “Atleti Azzurri d’Italia”, the national association that gathers Italian Olympic
athletes of any sport. You also find important friendships with Fiorenzo Magni, Livio
Berruti, Vittorio Adorni, Marcello Guarducci, Novella Calligaris, Di Biasi, Cagnotto,
Moser, and then Formula 1 pilots, soccer players, important coaches.
For Umberto, Alberto Tomba has been a favourite son, entrusted to him by the
parents of the young athlete from Bologna - with whom there is still a strong
relationship. With Tomba, at the beginning of his incredible career, Anzelini has
travelled from the States to Japan, being beside him in the moments of joy and
reflection. Alberto is often in Val di Fassa to spend time with Umberto. Tomba
and Thoeni have been the first testimonials of the slopes at Ciampedìe, in Vigo
di Fassa, as an ideal incubator of the project “Piste Azzurre”, later signed by the
Val di Fassa and FISI, which has made us become Training Federal Centre for the
national teams. Tomba’s image has been deeply linked to our valley, for many
years. All this has come from the relationships favoured by Anzelini.

The importance of the
“Piste Azzurre” project
After the 2006 Olympics in Turin, the FISI Italian Winter Sports Federation,
in the persons of the responsible of the Men sector of the time, the SouthTyrolean Richard Weissensteiner and of the National head coach Flavio
Roda, who is now the FISI president, proposed to Trentino and to Val di
Fassa to create a Federal training centre, and Tiziano Mellarini, who was
Councillor for Tourism for the Province of Trento, immediately answered
with enthusiasm, together with the Tourist Board Val di Fassa. The goal
was to start a journey that could make the Italian Alpine Ski sector grow
up.
So, in summer 2006, the foundation for the birth of the Piste Azzurre
project was set, in a partnership that involves the Italian Federation,
Dolomiti Superski, Trentino Marketing and the Tourist Board Val di Fassa.
The aim of this project is to give the possibility to refine the training before
the races to the Italian athletes, by making use of the slopes in the Ladin
valley.
So, if the Italian champions have obtained important achievements,
part of the credit is to be given to their training sessions on the slopes of
Val di Fassa, always prepared in accordance with the highest standards.
This precious and intense collaboration with FISI and FIS, together with
the numerous events that are organized every year - starting with the
European Cup and passing through the Junior World Championships -,
has brought to the three World Cup races that will take place at the end
of February 2021.
THE SLOPE RACE
Ski Area Moena – Alpe Lusia: Fiamme Oro 1 slope
Ski Area Moena – Alpe Lusia_ Piacac slope
Ski Area Moena – Alpe Lusia: Mediolanum slope
Ski Area Passo San Pellegrino: La VolatA slope
Ski Area Passo San Pellegrino: Nuova Cima Uomo slope
Ski Area Pozza-Buffaure: Aloch slope
Ski Area Vigo-Ciampedie: Tomba slope
Ski Area Canazei-Belvedere: Belvedere slope

Val di Fassa, the land of slalom
Val di Fassa or, to better say, Val di Slalom. This valley located in Trentino
boasts a primacy in the great world of Alpine Skiing, that is the fact of
having brought 4 among its athletes, three men and a woman, to the first
place in a World Cup race.
And all the 4 athletes have won a slalom ski race: in chronological order,
the 4 having succeeded in the venture are Angelo Weiss, Chiara Costazza,
Cristian Deville and Stefano Gross.
The first was Angelo Weiss, who won in Chamonix on January 9th, 2000,
at 31 years. Seven years later, Chiara Costazza brought Val di Fassa back
on top in Austria, in Lienz, on December 29th, 2007. After 5 more years, on
January, 22nd, 2012, Cristian Deville was the protagonist of an exciting
victory in the “ski temple” of Kitzbuehel. The last Ladin athlete from Val
di Fassa capable to win in the World Cup was Stefano Gross, on January
11th, 2015, on the demanding Chuenisbärgli in Adelboden.

The European Cup:
a twenty-year long challenge
Huge merit for the advent of the first World Cup stage in Val di Fassa is to
be given to a twenty year-journey in the European Cup.
It all started in February 2001, when the Ski Stadium in San Giovanni di Fassa
made its debut in the most important circuit of the continent, with not less
than two consecutive races. This was the first top-class appointment for the
valley, which had been fostering the relationship with this discipline since
after the Second World War and had the desire to spread its fame both in
the sport and in the tourist environment, even out of the national borders.
This was just the beginning of an exciting journey that has brought, up to
now, to the organization of 18 edition of the European cup, with 20 men
slalom races, a women slalom in 2010 and a men giant slalom in 2015.
The first nine editions were dedicated to Ezio Anesi, while the others, from
2011, to Elke Pastore, wife of the fist Ski Team Fassa president. Starting with
2018, the women downhill races at San Pellegrino, dedicated to Alberto
Vendruscolo, have been also added to the list.

European Cup roll of honor
YEAR 2001 – Pozza di Fassa – 2 Slalom MEN – 1st edition
1. Manfred Pranger (Aut); 2. Tom Rothrock (Usa); 3. Javier Simari Birkner (Arg)
1. Tom Rothrock (Usa); Manfred Pranger (Aut); 3. Andrej Miklavc (Slo)
YEAR 2002 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 2nd edition
1. Mitja Dragsic (Slo); 2. Kurt Engl (Aut); 3. Stephane Tissot (Fra)
YEAR 2005 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 3rd edition
1. Kjetil Jansrud (Nor); 2. Martin Hansson (Swe); 3. Hannes Paul Schmid (Ita)
YEAR 2006 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 4th edition
1. Mattias Hargin (Swe); 2. Jens Byggmark (Swe); 3. Romed Baumann (Aut)
YEAR 2007 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 5th edition
1. Manfred Pranger (Aut); 2. Alexander Koll (Aut); 3 Julien Lizeroux (Fra)
YEAR 2008 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 6th edition
1. Johan Brolenius (Swe); 2. Bernard Vajdic (Slo); 3. Naoki Yuasa (Jpn)
YEAR 2009 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN - 7th edition
1. Mattia Hargin (Swe); 2. Reinfried Herbst (Aut); 3. Giuliano Razzoli (Ita)
YEAR 2010 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN / WOMEN – 8th edition
1. Jens Byggmark (Swe); 2. Reinfried Herbst (Aut); 3. Marc Gini (Sui)
1. Manuela Moelgg (Ita); 2. Nicole Gius (Ita); 3 Emelie Wikstroem (Swe)
YEAR 2011 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 9th edition
1. Jens Byggmark (Swe); 2. Nola Kasper (Usa); 3. Wolfgang Hoerl (Aut)

YEAR 2012 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 10th edition
1. Axel Baeck (Swe); 2. Stefan Luitz (Ger); 3. Will Brandeburg (Usa)
YEAR 2013 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 11th edition
1. Mattias Hargin (Swe); 2. Markus Vogel (Sui); 3. Cristian Deville (Ita)
YEAR 2014 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 12th edition
1. David Ryding (Gbr); 2. Maxime Tissot (Fra); 3. Reto Schmidiger (Sui)
YEAR 2015 – Carezza – GS + Slalom MEN – 13th edition
1. Rasmus Windigstad (Nor); 2. Thomas Tumler (Sui); 3. Dominik
Schwaiger (Ger)

European Cup roll of honor
YEAR 2014 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 12th edition
1. David Ryding (Gbr); 2. Maxime Tissot (Fra); 3. Reto Schmidiger (Sui)
YEAR 2015 – Carezza – GS + Slalom MEN – 13th edition
1. Rasmus Windigstad (Nor); 2. Thomas Tumler (Sui); 3. Dominik Schwaiger (Ger)
1. Mattias Hargin (Swe); 2. Stefano Gross (Ita); 3. Daniel Yule (Sui)
YEAR 2016 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 14th edition
1. Marc Gini (Sui); 2. Robin Buffet (Fra); 3. Wolfgang Hoerl (Aut)
YEAR 2017 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 15th edition
1. Daniel Yule (Sui); 2. Jean Baptiste Grange (Fra); 3. Tommaso Sala (Ita) e Loic Meillard (Sui)
YEAR 2018 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 16th edition
1. Stefano Gross (Ita); 2. Federico Liberatore (Ita); 3. Tomaso Sala (Ita)
YEAR 2018 – Passo San Pellegrino – 2 DH Women- 1st edition
1. Juliana Suter (Sui); 2. Christina Ager (Aut); 3. Anna Hofer (Ita)
1. Juliana Suter (Sui); 2. Anna Hofer (Ita); 3. Noemie Kolly (Sui)
YEAR 2019 – Passo San Pellegrino – 2 DH Women- 2nd edition
1. Elisabeth Reisinger (Aut); 2. Nadia Delago (Ita); 3. Juliana Suter (Sui)
1. Nadia Delago (Ita); 2. Juliana Suter (Sui); 3. Elisabeth Reisinger (Aut)
YEAR 2020 – Pozza di Fassa – Slalom MEN – 17th edition
1. Tommaso Sala (Ita); 2. Jonathan Nordbotten (Nor); 3. Atle Lie McGrath (Nor)
YEAR 2021 – Pozza di Fassa – 2 Slalom MEn – 18th edition
1. Clement Noel (Fra); 2. Stefano Gross (Ita); 3. Luca Aerni (Sui)
1. Theo Letitre (Fra); 2. Manfred Moelgg (Ita); 3. Sebastian Holzmann (Ger)

Following World Cup there’ll be 2 Europe Cup SG races 2 and 3 of
March 2021

The Junior World Championships
a stepping-stone
The credit of making it possible to speak about a World Cup
appointment in Val di Fassa is due to those who have been building this
important achievement for years, step by step, passing through the
organization of several FIS races and 20 years of European Cup. But the
“matura”, successfully overcome, took place in 2019, when Val di Fassa
hosted the Junior World Championships.
A successful edition, as testified by the numbers that report of a record
edition with 56 National teams taking part in the competitions and more
than 500 athletes at the starting gate of the 11 races scheduled for as
many titles to assign.
The 2019 Junior World Championships have been a stepping-stone for
several new talents, such as Alice Robinson, Alex Vinatzer, Lucas
Braathen, Meta Hrovat and River Radamus.
Switzerland won the medal count with three golden medals, three silver
medals and a bronze, followed by the United States with two golden and
two silver medals, and by Norway with one golden, two silver and three
bronze medals. Italy was just after them, thanks to the victory of Alex
Vinatzer in the slalom and to the silver medal won by another SouthTyrolean athlete, Tobias Kastlunger, in the giant slalom.

The twelve ambassadors
From the World Cup slalom skiers Stefano Gross and Federico Liberatore
to the snowboarders Mirko Felicetti, Emil Zulian and Caterina Carpano,
passing through the cross-country skiers Caterina Ganz, Alessandro
Chiocchetti, Giovanni Ticcò and Simone Mastrobattista, not forgetting
the downhill skier Monica Zanoner, the ski mountaineer Giorgia Felicetti
and the young ski jumper Martina Ambrosi.
Val di Fassa has chosen its champions as the ideal ambassadors of its
territory, twelve athletes who compete in international circuits and who
bring the colours of their beloved valley around the world. The projects
that matches the red logo of the Ladin valley with its great champions
involves the local Tourist Board and it has been going on for over 30
years.

“Val di Fassa Audi FIS Ski World Cup”�
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Media Contact
Press office:
Mr. Mauro Bonvecchio - Tel.: +39 340 1396620
Ms. Virna Pierobon - Tel.: +39 375 5680096
Email: press@valdifassaskiworldcup.it
Val di Fassa Ski World Cup
Azienda per il Turismo Val di Fassa Piaz de Navalge, 4
38035 Moena (TN)
Accreditation
Contatto: Marta Covi / Sara Porcu E-mail: entries@fassa.com
Accomodation
Contact: Adriano Ricci Tel. +39 0462 609663
COVID-19 Test and Health Centre
Contact: Orazio Braghenti Tel.: +39 338 8642235
Val di Fassa Ski World Cup
Race office – Accreditation – Accommodation Office - Covid Center
(c/o Centro Navalge Moena)
Press room
c/o Hotel Arnika, Passo San Pellegrino
Shuttle / Navetta
+39 331 7487595
+39 320 0647264

